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CHAP'rER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TEm~ USED 
One of the problems facing music educators today 
especially at high school level is to provide musical ex­
periences for students who have a desire to learn more 
about music but for some reason are not involved in either 
a choral or an instrumental group. "Bringing worthwhile 
music literature to all students enables them to grow from 
year to year in musical perception and appreciation of 
music--a primary objective of music education."l 
The major function of music is to contribute in 
developing wholesome personalities, social effectiveness, 
stronger faith in democratic ideals, and an ingenious 
musical culture 2 UBut the big challenge to all [musi~0 
teachers lies in the problem of reaching the eighty per­
cent who are not enrolled in music classes of any kind_,,3 
lWilliam Raymond Sur and Charles Francis Schuller, 
lVlusic Education for Teen-Agers (New York: Harpers and 
BroEners, 1958j,-p7 TB); 
2Lilla Belle Pitts, The lVLusic Curriculum in the 
Chan~ing World (New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1'9"35), 
p. b • 
JBeatrice and V~X Krone, Music Participation in 
the Secondary School (Chicago: Neil A. Kjos ~,lusic Company, 
1952), p. 120 
2 
I. THE PROBLEIVI 
Statement of the proble~. According to publications 
of the Music Educators' National Conference there has been 
a definite increase in various types of non-performance 
oriented music courses in the high schools of the United 
States. It was the purpose of this study to survey the Iowa 
public high schools to determine (1) the number of non­
performance oriented music courses offered at high school 
level and (2) the type, requirements, hours credit, methods 
of presentation, and percentage of students being reached 
by the courses. 
Importance of the study. More attention is being 
directed toward the music education of those students who 
cannot perform but have a great need for musical growth. 
At the 1955 Annual meeting of the National Associa­
tion for Music Therapy in Detroit, a report was given in 
which it was stated, "The real purpose of music education 
is to minister to the emotional, technical, and spiritual 
needs of the student •••nl 
In 1965, through the cooperative efforts of the 
~iusic Educators' National Convention, the National Educa-
IE. Thayer Gaston, (ed.) ,Fifth Book of Proceedings 
of the National Associatiqg for .vitisic Therapy (Lawrence, 
Kansas: National Association for iilusic Therapy, 1955), 
p. 74. 
J 
tion Association, and the American Association of School 
Administrators, a joint statement was sent to 19,000 school 
superintendents throughout the United States in which it 
was pointed out that American education has long included 
music as a vital part of the total education program; that 
there must be provisions for students whose interests are 
not performance centered; that it is necessary to give at­
tention to the interrelationships between music and other 
areas of the humanities; and that the growth and survival 
of American culture depends on concern with things of the 
mind and spirit. Teachers should resist the trend toward 
directing all students toward the academic mold. An ade­
quate high school music program provides opportunities for 
pupils who have no performance skills to acquire a deeper 
appreciation and knowledge of music than they were able to 
1
acquire when they were younger. 
It is becoming increasingly important to know if 
students are growing musically because of the steps which 
are being taken to create state-wide cultural programs in 
the communities where these students are living and where 
they will soon be the leaders. Twenty-eight states have 
IN.n., "Music in the School Gurriculuffi,lf Music idu­
cators Journal, LII (November-December, 1965), 37. 
4 
already taken strides in this direction.l 
According to Mursell, music education must establish 
an effective link between what a pupil learns in school and 
his life activities in general. 2 Music in the curriculum 
should provide a means for mental growth and personal de­
velopment, and since it is naturally a social art, it 
should provide ways to spend leisure time.) 
Forty-three states expect an increase in interest in 
the humanities during the next five years because more at­
tention is being given to individual students; there is a 
great deal of national publicity concerning the humanities; 
and there is a need to bring about a better balance in the 
curriculum.4 The average child's contact with music has 
5doubled in the past twenty years. 
In the fast-moving world of today, students are 
forced to do their school work in the shortest possible 
INorman Lloyd "The Status of Arts in Americ~,n 
Music Educators Jour~al, 111 (November-December, 1965), 48. 
2James L. l~ursell, Human Values 19 Music Education 
(New York: Silver burdett and Company, 1934), p. 173. 
3Ibid., pp. 254-261. 
4Harold Taylor, If'i'he Spi~it of ~~manism," I·'!usic 
Educators Journal, LII1 (Septemoer, 1900), 107. 
5R.aymond Kendall and Fan Taylor, "CUltural hxplo­
. Tvvv1I \'Februarv~ 19b2), $0sion, n lvlusical Amerl.ca, l.LJVi,.A J • 
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time. Simultaneously, their minds require some means of 
equalizing the "speed pressure" with a stabilizing, calming 
influence. For many this can come about through music. Of 
all the liberal arts studies, none feels the pulse of our 
time as acutely as does Inusic. l According to Van de Wall, 
through the process of association, hearing music may lead 
to contemplation of the past, present, and future. It may 
make us oblivious to our surroundings. 2 
Sur and Schuller state that: 
Music is vital in the lives of these young people. 
They need music as a means of communication and of 
self-expression, and as a means of fostering mental 
health • • • • The larger percentage of the student 
body is likely to be made up of those students with 
purely social and recreational interests in music, 
••• those of average ability in music. 3 
The authors also agree that for those students music 
is an art, a therapy, an escape from boredom, it enriches 
and humanizes their lives.4 
Mursell believes that music teachers should try to 
Widen the cultural horizons of young people, lead them to 
lLother Klein, lliieflections on !,iusic and 1:.ne Liberal 
Arts,1t Music Educators ~ourna1, LI11 (December, 1960), 23. 
2vJillern Van de viall, i<1usic in HosQitals {New York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1946} , p. 19. 
3Sur and Schuller, ~. cit., p. 9-10. 
4Ibid ., p. 10. 
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a growing awareness of the vast range and variety of human 
experiences,l and show them what influence music can have 
on their future living. 2 
As stated by Gaston, trDuring the next decade govern­
ments will be seen to be stressing the scientific applica­
tion of music as a potent dynamic for world coramunication 
and peace. n ) 
Limitations of the study. Only class A and B schools 
were included in the study. This limits the complete Iowa 
picture. No effort was made to compare the number of 
students who are participating in performance groups in 
the selected high schools with the number who are in non­
performance music courses. Also, no information was ob­
tained concerning the background and training of the teach­
ers who are instructing the non-performance courses. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF Tl!.RlVlS USED 
Non-performance oriented music courses. A music 
IJames L. JJlursell, Ausic iducation Principles and 
Programs (New Jersey: Silver Burdett Company, 1950;, p:-05. 
2Ibid., p. 102. 
3E. Thayer Gaston, "uur Second Decade," Tenth Book 
of Proceedinas of the National Association for .~sic Ther­
---;....;;...;;........__0 ............. - .... .1 . '.' for
... lJiusic ~r~~~~r~~~~~p~;~~:~: ~9~i)~dp.a~79~laul0n 
7 
course in which a student learns about the history, struc­
ture, meaning, and aesthetic qualities of music but ·is not 
expected to perform in any way before an audience. 
Class A high schools. This refers to high schools 
with an average daily attendance of four hundred or more 
students. 
Class B.high schools. This refers to high schools 
with an average daily attendance of two to four hundred 
students. 
Basic theory. The study of the structure of music 
including elements such as temporal (rhythm, tempo and me­
ter), tonal (pitch, interval, scale and tonality), timbre­
dynamic (tone quality, color, and volume), textural (inter­
vals, chords, consonance and dissonance), and formal (unity, 
variety, and structural patterns such as binary dnd sonata 
form).l 
Composition. The organizing of soundS by employing 
temporal, tonal, timbre-dynamic, textural, and formal 
elements. 
[{usie literature. When referring to music litera­
ture in the body of the report, the writer is referring to 
representative examples of ancient, medieval, Renaissance, 
IAllen vJinold, J:!;lements of lVlusicCfl Understandin~ 
(Nevv Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Incorpora tea., T9"bb) , p. '7 -'-J 0 
• • • 
8 
Baroque, classical, romantic, and contemporary music.l 
Music historr. A study of the development of both 
ancient and modern musical forms, composer's styles, con­
tributions to their eras, and musical instruments. 
Listening. ftHearing [musi~ with a purpose 
in order to recognize its mood, title, distinctive tone 
quality, instrumentation, rhythms or melodies. 1t2 
Humanities. Comprehensive courses designed to (1) 
acquaint the student with the best in literature, art, and 
music, and (2) develop an appreciation of the religious, 
philosophical, and cultural aspects of civilization, both 
ancient and modern.) 
Allied arts. A general course for the arts which 
integrates visual areas of painting, sculpture and archi­
tecture and auditory areas of music and literature. Sub­
ject matter, media, elements, and structures of the arts 
are considered.4 
Music for consumers. Music courses for students 
lIbid., p. 10. 
2J oseph A. Leeder and u.illiam S. Haynie, iviusic 
¥~66~~~~~t~,t¥~5~t~hp~c~66~ (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 
)Patricia Beesley, The Revival of t?e.Huma~ities 
in American Education (New-yQrk: Columbia Unlverslty Press, 
1940),· pp.1'14-11b. 
4Leon C. Karel, "Humanities and the Allied Arts,n 
unpublished article, 4. 
9 
whose formal music education terminates with graduation. 
It might include listening, singing, purchasing of musical 
equipment, and discovery of musical needs of the commu­
. 1 n~ty. 
Survey course. The major types of survey courses 
are mosaic, integrated, problem, principles, historical, 
and philosophical. Humanities courses fall into the prin­
ciple and historical types. 2 A survey course in music is 
an over-all study of the history of music, its problems, 
principles and relationships with art. 
General music class. uA class which meets to parti­
cipate in a wide variety of music activities,,,3 such as 
singing, listening, playing instruments, rhythmic activi­
ties, ear-training, music history, and acoustics and the 
science of music. 4 
l\iledium. • denotes the means by which an art­"• • 
ist communicates his idea; it is the stuff out of which he 
IFrances 11. Andrews and Clara E. Cockerille, Your 
School Music Program (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Incor­
porated, 19;81, p. 104. 
2Beesley, ~. ~., p. 81. 
3Leeder and Haynie, Q£e cit., p. 22. 
4Ira C. Singleton, husic in the sec6ndary Schools (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Incorporated, 19 3), p. 55. 
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creates a work of art."l 
III. ORGANIZATION OF' HEIiilAINDER OF REPORT 
Chapter II presents the literature about the types 
of non-performance oriented music courses which are being 
taught in the United States, the value of these classes to 
the students, methods of presenting the courses, and views 
on whether or not credit should be given for non-perform­
ance high school music courses. 
Chapter III presents the format of a questionnaire 
which was sent to selected Iowa high schools, the proce­
dure for sampling, and results of the questionniare. 
Chapter IV presents the summary, conclusions, and 
recommendations of the field report. 
lLouise Dudley and Austin Faricy,}~e Hu:n':l-ni ties, 
Applied Aesthetics (Hevised) (Nevi York: l'icuraw-Hlll Book 
Company, Incorporated, 1900), p. 89. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITBRATURE 
I~ny authorities in the music education field are 
in agreement that much more teaching in high school should 
be directed to the non-performing music student. "Music 
in the schools • • • should . . . provide young people with 
a means of recreation which can last throughout their 
lives. ttl As stated by Aristotle, "Enough has been said to 
show that music has a power of forming the character and 
should therefore be introduced into the education of the 
young. tt2 
As far back in the history of public school music 
as 1938, Mtirsell and Glenn felt that a music student should 
not be judged only on his ability to perform. The main 
emphasis for him should be on developing an appreciation 
for music. 3 The business of education in high school is 
to organize situations in which natural musical impulses 
of students are adequately recognized. 4 
IJaIu8s L. ~Jlursell, !'lusic In American ochools (New 
York: Silver Burdett Company, 1953), p. 20. 
2Klein, £E. cit., 22. 
3Jam8s iJlursell and iJIabelle Glenn, '1'11e Psychology 
of School f'lUsic Teachinf (New York: ::)ilver burdett and COmpany, 1(38), PP" 11- 2. 
4Ibid. 
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Dykema and Cundiff have found that, "While acknowl­
edging, more and more, that music must not only cooperate 
with other subjects but must to a considerable extent be­
come a part of them, the music teachers stoutly maintain 
1
that music is entitles to its own life and development." 
Leon Karel, Director of Allied Arts Certification, 
Missouri State Teachers College, has this to say: 
The arts have been guilty of teaching only those 
students who want to play, sing, act, or paint. For 
non-performers, there is no arts instruction in most 
schools. 2 
Educators are now witnessing the growth of another 
new field, one in which music is playing a leading 
part. Essentially it has to do with the concept that 
all of the arts should be combined and taught as a 
single course. 3 
A directory published by the Missouri Department of 
Education indicates the rapid acceleration of such courses 
in the nation's secondary schools: 
1963--15 schools--16 teachers teaching related arts 
courses 
1964--28 schools--32 teachers teaching related arts 
courses 
1965--59 schools--BO teachers teaching related arts 
courses. 4 
"Our citizens need education in looking, listening, 
Ipeter W. Dykema and Hannah M. Cundiff, School Music 
Handbook (Boston: C. C. Birchard and Company, 1955J, p. 325. 
2Leon C. Karel, "Teacher Education in th~/Related 
Arts , rt Ivlusic Educators Journal, LI11 (October, 19bb} , 38. 
3Ibid. 4Ibid. 
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and applying the principles learned.ltl 
Even the municipal, state and federal governments 
have taken steps financially to assist composers and other 
artists by setting up councils, commissions, and regional 
cultural centers. The Ford Foundation and Rockefeller 
Foundation have granted large sums of money to make it pos­
sible for professionals to perform for students. 2 
Heckscher states, ItThe arts have been recognized in 
all ages as being closely related to the quality and well­
being of a peoples' life." Modern America has allowed cul­
tivation of the arts to fallon a few rich patrons. Now, 
America recognizes the arts as an overwhelmingly important 
element.] 
At the first Stanford Conference on the Humanities 
at Stanford University, California, in his report on "Sci­
ence and the Humanities," Koenig reported that n••• we 
are just beginning to learn that the humanities hold one 
4
of the keys to permanent happy peace. n 
lLeon C. Karel, ItHurnanities and the Allied Arts," 
unpublished article, 6. 
2Ll oyd, 2£. cit., 47-8. 
3August Heckscher, lfGovernment and the Arts,lf Nusic 
Journal, III (I4arch, 1963), 17. 
4Frederick o. Koenig, "Science and,~he H~niti~s,n 
fheHumanities Look Ahead, Report of the F~rst.Annu,,:~ ~on­
ference hera by-the Stanford 3chool of HUI~nlt~es (G a llf­
ornia: Stanfora Universi~y Press, 1940), p. 24. 
I. 'rYPES OF' NON-PERFORivL'\NCE ORIENTED lVIUSIC COURSES 
Literature, music, and painting all are "arts." 
Karel believes that there are two broad art categories, the 
Hwnanities and the Allied Arts. The humanities approach 
joins the arts through their historical and philosophical 
similarities; the allied arts deal with the principles com­
mon to the area. They evaluate the works in and for them­
selves. l 
Karel also says that the best is not being challenged 
in the nation's young people. There is a need to be more 
exploratory, assign outside reading, let the student know 
there is a chance to fail the course, teach him how to ap­
,	 2proach serious mUSiC, and to perfect his value jUdgments. 
In the majority of the schools, humanities courses 
are defined as a study of the allied arts, concepts and 
philosophies. They are taught by ~nglish, art, music, and 
history of social sciences teachers. The enrollment is 
usually small. The course is offered as an elective for 
the juniors and seniors who are planning to go on to college 
(the superior students.)] 
At least one authority in the music field is not in 
IKarel,	 "The Humanities and the Allied Arts,n 1-]. 
"Teacher ~ducation in the Allied Arts," 39.2Kare l, 
]Taylor,	 .2£. cit., 109. 
15 
favor of combining the arts into one course. Winthrop 
Sargeant points out that all arts are not essentially alike. 
He remarks that if two arts are not different there would be 
no reason for their separate existance, so it is probably 
not wise to lump them. l 
\'Jilhelms feels that the curriculum should be for 
people--not what they "ought to knowll but dedicated to their 
"becoming. n He believes the normal amount of academic 
knowledge and appreciation would follow. The humanities 
are to help people become lthuman lt and should be for all 
children. 2 
In 1966 the California State Board of Education re­
solved to support the development of a program in the arts 
and humanities from Kindergarten to all grade levels, call­
ing upon local districts to assist in reversing the current 
trend to deemphasize arts and the humanities in education 
in the elementary and secondary school curriculum. The 
Board also directed the State Department of Education to 
develop a program to provide leadership in arts and hUlnan-
IvJinthrop Sargeant, . lti'lusical bvents, It The New York­
e~, 1GXXVII (November 25, 1901), 37. 
2Fred T '~'Jilhelms "The Humanities Almost .At the 
Crossroads,lt ffi~sic ~duca~ors Journal, LIII (December, 
1966), 29. 
16 
ities educational program development. l 
A possible way of teaching music's history would be 
a nCulture of foreign countries lt approach. Egon Kraus has 
several suggestions in this area. "A true understanding 
of various cultures requires • • • insight • • • through 
intercourse with foreign forms of culture. n2 American and 
European (VJestern) cultures must cease to claim their cul­
ture as the culture. The fundamentals and basic concepts 
of music should be explained by examples. Music of foreign 
cultures could be included in ear-training, rhytlunic train­
ing, and theory by using authentically sound recordings of 
suitable works on foreign cultures. 3 
In outlining a theory course for grades nine and ten, 
the Louisiana State Department of Education gives the fol­
lowing course description from Music Education for Louisiana 
Schools: 
Fundamentals of Music (theory) 
I.. Mechanics of Busic 
A. Pitch 
B. Duration 
C. Note and rest values 
D. Great staff and cleffs 
IResolution of the California State Board of~duca­
tion, .Music Educators Journal, LII1 (September, 19bbj, 34. 
2Egon Kraus "Contribution of IJiusic .!i;ducation to the 
Understanding of F~rei.e;n Cultures, ~a~t and Present, If l'iusic 
Educators lJourna1, LI11 (January, 19br), 32. 
31bid. j 910 
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E.	 Other characters of notation 
F.	 Terminology
G.	 Timbre 
II. Harmony 
A.	 Scales (major and minor)
B.	 Key signatures 
C.	 Resolution of active tones 
D.	 Intervals, inversions and resolutions 
E.	 Chords and their inversions 
F.	 Keyboard application 
G.	 Harmonization of simple melodies and basses 
III. Ear 'rraining 
A. Ability to sight-sing all clefs--emphasis on 
rhythmic control 
B.	 Dictation of melodies in all clefs 
C.	 Dictation of 4-part studies using I IV, V, and 
V7 chords and inversions ' 
IV. Analysis 
A.	 Harmonic--simple compositions involving 
1.	 Primary and secondary chords 
2.	 Inversions 
3.	 Nonchordal tones 
4.	 Occasional altered chords 
B.	 Structural--simple compositions involVing 
1.	 Figure 
2.	 rJIotive 
3.	 Phrase 1 
4.	 Cadence 
Leeder and Haynie also give the New York State Edu­
cation Department's outline for three sequential theory 
courses for grades nine through twelve. Course one is a 
prerequisite for course two and course two is a prerequi-
Site for course three. 
I. Basic Activities 
A.	 Aural Analyzing 
B.	 Performing--sight reading vocally and instrument­
ally 
lLeeder and Haynie, ..22.. cit., pp. 15b-8. 
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C. Visual analyzing 
D. Harmonizing, arranging and composing 
II. Basic Content 
A. Staffs and clefs 
B. Scales and keys 
C. Time values 
D. Rhythmic patterns 
E. Musical terms 
F. Melody 
G. Intervals 
H. Cadences 
I. Chords 
J. Form 
K. Nonharmonic tones 
L. Urnaments 
M. Modulation 
N. Transpositionl 
Singleton has this to say about high school general 
music classes. In some schools, it is a course in music 
appreciation, and in others it is devoted primarily to 
singing. In some it is a prepatory class for membership 
in selective choral groups. The most common arrangement is 
a varied, unified program of music instruction, offering a 
llbiq., pp. 159-102. 
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broad survey of the field of music. nIt is the heart of 
the school music program and the class that most nearly 
realizes the aim of music education to provide music for 
every pupil. ttl 
Andrews and Cockerille state that a uconsumer" music 
course should include listening and singing, teach students 
how to choose a phonograph, television set, or record li­
brary, and show them how to care for those items. They 
should discover what their community needs in the way of 
concerts and how they can help build music in any town or 
city and keep it supplied. 2 
In the mind of Mursell, a teacher of a listening 
class should concentrate upon listening (1) for general 
enjoyment, (2) as an agency for general music motivation, 
(3) as a means for musical exploration, (4) to establish 
discriminating standards, (5) as a direct motive for per­
forming, (6) to promote mastery of a score, and (7) to pro­
mote the use of music and enjoyment of music out of school. 3 
II. VALUES TO THE STUDENTS 
14ursell clearly expressed the value of non-perform­
lSingleton, £E. cit., p. 39.
 
~Andrews and Cockerille, 2£. cit., p. 104.
 
3/iursell, Busic in American Schools I p. 149-154.
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ance oriented music courses to students when he said, 
It
. . • music is not numbered among the trivial things of 
life. It is one of the most perfect of all expressions of 
what is best and purest in the human spirit. ttl 
The arts are one of man's most important activities, 
ranking higher in past civilizations than business, science, 
or politics. They represent a deep-seated human need. Sci­
ence cannot reveal man's love, hatred, fear, hope, courage, 
patriotism, and liberty, but the arts can reveal these 
feelings. 2 
Podolsky speaks of some of the aesthetic values of 
music to people: 
Analyzing the powers of music one should keep in 
mind that music has always been an important factor in 
the instinctual, emotional, intellectual, cultural, 
and spiritual life of people ••••3 
i~usic is one of the best means of getting rid of anxieties. 4 
. . 
• music has been considered to be a universal language, 
able to express \<lithout words emotions ~uch a§J happiness, 
pain, joy, and sorrow •••• 5 
In Atlantic City, New Jersey, in February, 1959, 
lI,bid., p. 1. 
2Leon C. Karel, Avenues to ~he Arts (Kirksv~l~e, 
Missouri: Simpson Publishing Company, 190"5), pp. 18-':;1. 
J 'td ' d "o'd'olsk" Music Therapy (New York: fhiloso­r- war L J',' . .=;.-............
 
phical Library, 1954), p. 26.
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The American Association of School Administrators expressed 
their feelings on the importance of music in the school 
curriculum when they resolved: 
We believe in a·well-balanced school curriculum in 
which music, drama, painting, poetry, sculpture, archi­
tecture, and the like are included side by side with 
other important subjects such as mathematics, history, 
and science. It is important that pupils, as a part of 
general education, learn to appreciate, to understand, 
to create, and to criticize with discrimination those 
products of the mind, the voice, the hands, and the 
body which give dignity to the person and exalt the 
spirit of man. l 
l~usic in the school curriculum must prOVide for every 
student to develop his musical potential to the fullest. 2 
It is the belief of Leeder and Haynie that every student has 
a right to explore music, no matter how little background 
or performance skill he possesses.] 
Sur and Schuller state that, nMusic can serve all 
children as an art, as a social force, or as a therapy.~4 
nOne of the main problems in today's musical situa­
tion is to preserve all great musical traditions and the 
masterpieces created at any given time and in any given 
culture. n5 
lUMusic In the School curriculum," .2£. cit., 3b. 
3Leeder and Haynie, £R. ~., p. 23. 
4Sur and Schuller, .2£. cit., p. 143. 
5Kraus on. cit., 30-1. 
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Boys and girls are and will always be consu.mers of 
music, so it is vitally important that they be taught how 
to listen. They need to hear "everything that is going on 
in the music • • • filoiJ. • that music is incidental. nl 
The American society seems to be losing its concept 
of individualism. Computers are producing painting, poetry, 
and music. Non-performing music students need to be helped 
to learn how to appreciate the work of past and present 
great musicians. "Appreciation of art, like Virtue, is not 
reserved for the learned, but is free to the honest and 
sincere. n2 "If we fail • . . to make a society of which 
artists can be a part, ••• we will never have truly great 
creative artists again.") 
In Great Britain, students are doing Beethoven, 
Haydn, and Bach while United States students are playing 
"Fiddle Faddle. n4 1t.fhen United States girls are tWirling 
batons, English girls are listening to recorded folk music. 5 
lLecture by hobert iledbury, Uwest. ues l~iOines Junior 
High School Listening Program, tl Drake Unl.VerSl ty IJIusic ~du-
cation Workshop, June 23, 1907. 
2Dudley and Fariey, 2£. £il., p. 42B. 
.. ftc C It re h'xplode, II COmlTlen­~Stanley Kauffmann, an u u ~ 
tary, XL (August, 1965), 27. 
4Gordon Hendricks, "Secondary SChO?l H~G~C inur~at 
8ritain and America - A Comparison,~ rep~lnt~Q ~rom ~4S15 
in Education (July-August, 194Y), Slnfonl.~ \~prl.ng, 1750),Yi. ..­
I'l·b'd/],~ ., 40. 
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While Chicago listens to two hours of serious music a day 
on the radio at an hour while few listen, two-fifths of the 
British school children are hearing broadcasts of great mu­
sic as it is beamed into classrooms. l S h 1c 00 s in European 
nations concentrate on training listeners who will be the 
supporters of the performers and composers. They leave the 
performer training to private teachers. 2 "Our high schools 
are pouring out performers by the millions, but there is no 
one trained to listen.») 
From the time the average student graduates until I~ 
his life ends, his musical experiences will mainly consist 
of listening. There will, of course, be those who are 
especially talented and who will go on as performers and 
teachers. However, for those who are not blessed with 
such talent, a study of music could lead to a happier life. 
Heckscher believes people are finding that material abun­
dance alone does not satisfy, and they are faced with more 
leisure time. He quotes bmerson, "The soul is the color 
of its leisure thoughts." So there is a need to cultivate 
higher standards and a desire for quality in the minds of 
1Ibid., 41.
 
2Karel, "Teacher Education in the Related Arts," 40.
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students. l 
It is becoming increasingly evident that young people 
need to acquaint themselves with foreign cultures--cultures 
of the past so that they can have a better understanding of 
the present cultures. Tran van Khe has stated: 
Occidental and oriental listeners alike are unable 
to express an objective opinion of music which is 
absolutely strange to them since they can only judge 
by the standards and musical concepts of their own 
cultural circles. 2 
Ch'en Shou-Yi believes that America should take the 
lead in linking the cultures of the East and the 'wiest. 
Facing two oceans which link it to the two extrem­
ities of the bicontinent of the old worlds of Asia and 
Europe, America should shoulder the responsibility as 
~ell as e~ercise her natural privilJge of b~inging 
~ast and West permanently together. Human~sts must 
now reject the concept long abandoned by the physical 
scientists, that Western Europe with its extensions in 
the two Americas constitutes the ciVilized world.4 
Today's world is shaky for the youth. Wilhelms 
points out that many of them find it necessary to form their 
own views on the meaning and purpose of life. rhey need to 
be put in touch with the finest ideas and the best-w2tured 
lAugust Heckscher, "The Ar~s: Fruits of the Spirit," 
l\lusic Journal Annual Anthology, (December, 19b2) I 11, 07. 
2Kraus, 2£. cit., )0. 
3Ch' en S110U-Yi, Itt,as'L Asia and The ii.umanities in 
l~mf;:.;riCd It The Humanities .Look A.head, A liep?rt o~' 'Ln~ First 
Annuul Coni'erence (CalifornIa: Stanford Unl.V8rs~ ty Yress, 
1943), p. 115. 
4Ibisi., p. 117. 
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value sources that can be found. If their thinking can be 
organized, the future can be left to them. The arts and 
literature help to shape one's thoughts and to enrich judg­
ing standards. l 
Burchard feels that the American public does not have 
a better taste for the beautiful than it did one hundred 
years ago. ~any parents are alarmed if their child wants 
2­to become a poet, sculptor, painter, composer, or actor. 
So Burchard feels that teachers of the arts should contrive 
experiences which go forward, are invigorating, and can com­
pete for the student's mind as part of the vital core of his 
life as a youth and adult.) 
As pointed out by Reimer: 
••• throughout history, the arts have provid~d the 
kinds of insights which add the dimension of meanlng­
fulness and richness and significance to the brief4period one spends as a live creature. 
III. DEVELOPMENT OF' THE; HUlJlANITI£S 
As stated by Graeffe, there is a growing tendency 
1
. VJilhelms, .£E. cit., 28 • 
2John E. Burchard, "The State of the Arts,1f School 
Arts, LXI, (October, 1961), 5. 
3Ibi~., 8. 
4Uennet t Reimer, IICurriculu~ H~forI~ and the Jun~~r 
IUp.h School General JIlusic Class, If HUS1£ r..QUCators Jourr.al, 
LI1I, (October, 1960),430 
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in American colleges and universities to offer comprehen­
sive courses in which literature, fine arts, and music are 
combined. Stephens College in Missouri has pioneered the 
integration of music and plastic arts with classical studies 
- I' 1 Th dand lterature. e tren in the humanities is toward a 
balanced combination of conceptual analysis and aesthetic 
experience. 2 Graeffe further cowaents that the additive 
method of integrating the arts was a temporary compromise 
leading from a specialized traditional college curriculum 
to a process of general education using a synthesis method.) 
Philosophy should be the conceptual integrator of the human­
ities area as a whole. 4 
Beesley gives a brief history of the humanities in 
American Education. She states that in 1920 there were no 
humanities courseS in American colleges. By 1940, thirty 
humanities courses had appeared. harlier the name had been 
applied occasionally to classical studies, but the meanings 
which are now given to the term tthumanities" were applied 
in 1940.5 Literature and the fine arts constitute the core 
of all humanities courses, and they combine with history, 
music, and philosophy to prOVide materials for such 
lArnold Jidier Graeffe, Creative bduca~ion in the
 
Humanities (New York: Harpers and Brothers, 1951;, p. 1.
 
··b'd . 3I bid., p. 38. 41bi.£., p. 50.9·~., p••2 r
-­
5Beesley, 2£. cit., p. 70 
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lcourses. 
The Italian Renaissance meaning for humanities in 
the fourteenth century was "the harmonious development of 
mind, body, and character. ,,2 In 1644 IvIilton f S idea of a 
complete education included philosophy, poetry, and music 
among many other things.) 
'rhe names for humanities courses varied from lfHuman 
Living" to "Creative Aesthetics U and included such titles 
as "Fine Arts and Literature," "Occidental CiVilization," 
lfHusic Culture,lf ltlJIasterpieces of World Literature,lt and 
UHistory and Appreciation of Art" among many other titles. 4 
The contents included literature, art, history, music, phi­
losophy, science, social studies, aesthetics, classics and 
modern works, principles and systems, grammar and composi­
tion. 
IV. VlliTHODS OF PRESENTATION 
In a study on music education programs throughout 
the United States, Thomas found a variety of ways in which 
non-performance courses are being presented: 
1. Centered on the social development of the child. 
2. Becoming familiar with great works of music (empha-
2Ibid • J p. ]0.IBeesley, ~. cit., p. 26.
 
4 Ibid. , pp.• 10-12.
3Ibid., p. 35. 
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sis on late Baroque, Classical, and Romantic 
periods.) 
3.	 Developing an insight into the nature of music 
through involvement in the total music process. l 
The Rockefeller Brothers Fund Panel Report found 
that thirty true art centers are being built throughout the 
United States. The pioneer in the field is the Lincoln 
Center for the Performing Arts in New York City. It incor­
porates the Metropolitan Opera, Philharmonic Orchestra, New 
York City Ballet Company, Repertory Company, and the Amer­
ican Dance Theatre. These centers will make artists avail­
able to teachers for consultation, demonstrations, and 
lectures. 2 
Sur and Schuller suggest that basic music theory as 
a high school elective could be presented five periods a 
week, two semesters, and be given full academic credit. It 
should cover music fundamentals such as pitch notation, 
duration notation, tonality, and chord structure. Some 
schools offer a general music class and include some theory, 
more singing, rhythms, and listening. The enrollment seems 
to improve in this case. This type of class brings an 
lRonald Jj. Thomas lflnnovative l'Iusic .Gducation Pro­
grams "'ludic i'.duc'ltors journal (IviUsic bducQtors National 
Confe~en~le 7Mount Morris J Illinois) J 1111 (i,lay, 1907) J 50. 
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understanding and appreciation of the elements of music to 
the performer and the consumer, improves musicianship, pre­
pares for advanced stQdy, encourages creative part-writing 
and composition, and discovers and encourages gifted stu­
ldents. 
A music literature class might be presented as a 
survey course to promote musical understanding and appre­
ciation, and could include the following areas: 
1.	 Use of popular music 
2.	 Media of musical expression 
3.	 Study units 
4.	 Start with past and work to present or vice versa 
5.	 lJIusical forms and design. 2 
Sur gives Pooley's suggestions for teaching music 
and li~erature together: 
I.	 Folk songs, ballads, and Negro Spirituals 
A.	 Dramatize the work songs, using music 
II. ljlusical settings for songs in Shakespeare's plays 
h.	 Songs that have been set to music by well-known 
composers 
1.	 "Twelfth Nighttt--recordings with instrUGlental 
accompaniment 
lSur and Schuller, 2£. cit., pp. 131-2. 
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III.	 Music to illustrate the artistic point of view of a 
particular period of literary history 
A. Seventeenth century part songs and madrigals 
1.	 Purcell, Handel, and Haydn 
B.	 Eighteenth century ornamentation of Buonocini's 
operatic music 
1.	 Hococco 
IV. Poetry--musical settings 
A.	 Listen to recordings of musical settings while 
following words in texts 
1.	 Kipling "Recessionaln 
2.	 Tennyson nI Shot an Arrow into the Air" 
3.	 Longfellow, Whitman, and Browning's lyrics 
v. Use orchestral music for creation of mood from crea­
tive composition 
, '"' h . 't' , ttlA.	 wrlte wat lmaglna lons are arousea 0 crea e. 
Leeder and Haynie suggest two possible ways to sched­
ule an "appreciation and literature" class: 
1.	 Every other year alternating with theory 
2. In	 small schools, combine listening, literature and 
") 
history into one course. 4, 
chanical teaching tools may be combined and used 
lSur and Schuller, 2£. cit., pp. 203-4. 
2Leeder and Haynie, ~. cit., pp. 165-7. 
,"'il-:tI.----­
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in a variety of ways. Sur Suggests a music literature unit 
on Franz Schubert. There are a number of good recordings 
available, text book items, library and study reference 
material on significant aspects of his life, pictures, and 
illustrations of piano passages. Student ensemble presenta­
tions could be made while their music is displayed on a 
screen for the class. A sound film is available on Schu­
bert's life. 1 
One possible avenue for establishing contact with 
pupils is through popular music. Most students will eagerly 
study origins and history of popular music. This can serve 
as a lead into an introduction to light classics and eventu­
ally into more serious music. 2 
A possible way to build enthusiasm in a music litera­
ture class is to use media of musical expression such as 
instrumental demonstrations and concerts by soloists who 
explain the characteristics of their instrument or voice. 3 
In a Resume of the Final lieport of the National Con­
ference on State Supervision of ~usic, Phelps reports these 
findings for the secondary level: 
1.	 The encouraging increase of experi~en~alac~ivity in 
the teachinr.r of music history ana tneory ~n con­
junction with vocal and instrumental performance. 
2~, . d lSur and Schuller, £E. cit., p. 345. 1 DJ. .) p. 192. 
3Ibid., p. 194. 
~----------II
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2.	 A greater,interest.in the utilization of Itflexible 
schedul1ng" and "modules of time lt to bring about 
better music schedulin~. 
3.	 A wider adoption of huma~ities courses as the most 
effective way to relate music functionally to the 
other arts. l 
Several authorities feel that a student's enjoyment 
of a	 musical work can be greatly hampered and even destroyed 
if too much stress is put on details. However, Dudley and 
Fariey say, itA work of art can never be fully understood 
until its subject is known.,,2 'rhey further believe that, 
"Appreciation cannot be taught, but ••• like any other 
pleasure, is an experience.") 
Hanslick believes, "Music is enjoyed only when it is 
heard for its own sake. n4 The beautiful in music lies in 
the listening process and not in any associations, images, 
reflections, or emotions as secondary or derived effects. 
Beauty is the experiencing of the musical form. 5 "In music 
what is not heard is non-existant. n6 
A suggestion on how to present a listening experience 
IHoger ? Phelps, "Resume of. tl,le Fina~ R~po~tof. the 
ional Conference on State Superv1slon of uUSlC, bUSlC 
Educators Journal, LIll (September, 1966), 131. 
2Dudley and Faricy, £E. cit., p. 70. 3Ibid., p. 2. 
4Lundin, £E. cit., p. 165. 5Ibid. 
bAn Introduction to the Humanities {Chicago: Univer­
sity of Chi6~go Staff, 1951:3r;-P. 143· 
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to	 a class is given by the University of Chicago Staff: 
I.	 Determine the musical character of two pl.'ano compo­
sitions which have Deen picked for analysis. 
A.	 How do they differ musically? 
B.	 How is this related to the difference in their 
emotional impact upon the listener? 
C.	 Examples which might be used. 
1.	 Robert Schumann's flRemembrance tt and fiSt. 
Nicholas. u 
II. Compare the organization of two compositions such as: 
A.	 Haydn's third movement from Trio No. 1 in G. ~ajor 
and Rimski-Korsakov's second movement from Capric­
cio Espagnol. 
B.	 Point out that both use a central melody and con­
trast. 
III. Study the musical style of variouS composers. 
A.	 His basic conception of music as it becomes evident 
in his use of all musical meanso 
Ie Melodies, textures, color, and rhythms. 
1B.	 Listen to each work in its own terms. 
Practice rooms equipped with record player or a 
listeninF room in the library are excellent aids to teach­
",,,') 
2ing	 d music literature class. 
lIbid., pp. 147-155.
 
2Sur and Schuller, QE.. cit.) p. 199.
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For a music history class Leeder and Haynie suggest 
that music history is a social and cultural science course 
and can be taught chronologically or start at the present 
day and chronologically "flash-back. 1t They point out that 
bare historical facts need illustration with appropriate 
music, and students should be expected to learn dates, 
names, periods, and places significant in music history. 1 
I~Iursell felt that: 
. . . one of the best ways in which the schools can 
go about the business of ralslng the level of our coro­
mon life is to seek to build up in everyone a better 
and more intelligent type of listening •••• 2 
One should have several goals in mind when present­
ing a listening class according to Singleton. They are: 
1. Enjoyment of a variety of music experiences. 
2.	 Ability to listen intently and hear the music's 
elements. 
3. Learning the fundamentals of music. 
4. ~xploration of music literature. 
S.	 Information concerning historical progress and cul­
tural development of music. 
6. Correlation of music study with other subjects.
7.	 Developing familiarity with community music re­
sources. 
8. Developing discriminating taste. 
Because d student responds to music physically, emo­
tionally, imaginatively, intellectually, and aesthetically, 
a teacher must understand the individual student's reac­
lr.eeder and Haynie, .2£. cit., p. 179" 
2James. L. l'lursell, H~ma,.!! V~lues in, lilUsic ~~~~ation 
(New York: Silver burdett ana company, 1934), p. 
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tions. Sometimes it is wise to start with popular music 
and move to music of lasting value. 2 
Mumford says: 
The function of the humanities is to focus and in­
ten~ify th~ possibilities of life, by creating, on the 
~as7s of.tne natura~ or~er, a world in which nothing 
1s.~~rat1?na~, ~o~h1ng 1S unintelligible, nothing is 
tr1v1al? 1ns1gn1f1cant, or purposeless.3 ••• they 
belong 1n every part of the curriculum: in the educa­
tion of the scientist as well as the artist.4 
According to Karel, many humanities courses have an 
introductory section devoted to such topics as ftHow to Lis­
ten to Music tf or llHow to Look at a Painting. ll This would 
be only a prelude to the historical and philosophical 
orientation of the arts. 5 
The humanities should not be scheduled as a separate 
set of courses in a separate section of the curriculum ac­
cording to Taylor. They should create and enhance the 
spirit of humanism throughout the whole curriculum and en­
tire environrnent of the school. In larger schools the 
lSingleton, 2£. cit., pp. 96-103. 
2Ibid., pp. 109-110. 
" k· H," tt ·lfllne ·· n;t; es3Lewis IJIumford, ffThe 141a 1ng o~ IJian, _"_. n 1 Tuma ...... 
Look Ahead A Report of the First Annua~ Co~ference ?f.the :~tanford o~hoo1 of Humanities (Californ1a: otanford un1­
versity Press, 1943), p. 137. 
4Ibid., p. 138. 
5Karel, liThe Humanities and the Allied Arts," 2. 
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course might be taught by the English, art, music, and 
social science teachers. l 
Katherine Simms explains how poetry and music can be 
combined with art. The music department consultant teacher 
plays a recording in the art class. Each student draws 
something. The class discusses how well the mood of the 
music was captured. Next, each student would compose a poem 
from his own drawing. 2 
It is better to take grades ten and eleven and study 
the humanities slowly rather than rush through in one year. 3 
Graeffe believes that the objectives of an integrated 
arts course is to educate the "whole man. n4 ftInterpretation 
is the very essence of experiencing the arts. lt5 nIn the 
live experience of music the static parts are nothing, their 
interrelation everything . . .f16 
In order to teach an allied arts course, the teacher 
needs to hdve a good grasp of the arts in general, of liter­
ature, music, and painting in particular, and be a special­
ist in one field. Some feel that arts should be related 
historically and some feel the arts should be taught as 
ITaylor, 9p. cit., 53. 
2Ka therine Go Simms, nArt Springs from IVlany Sources, f! 
· etober, 1962), 28.School Arts, LXII (0
' 29. 4Graeffe, Q£. cit., p. 12.3~ilhelms, ~. clt.,
 
°Ibid., p. 72.
5I!;)~A., p. 62" 
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examples of man's search for answers. l 
Leon Karel suggests that for an allied arts course 
there should be an integration of music, art, and litera­
ture, later adding sculpturing and architecture. He offers 
several suggestions for methods of accomplishing this 
integration. 
1.	 It could be done by comparing the common principles 
of the literature, music and art--repetition, con­
trast, balance, variation, climax, point of inter­
est, unity and variety, proportion, and cyclic 
treatment. 
2.	 Another method would be to discover the differences 
in the arts. For instance, the time element in 
music and literature and the space element in 
painting, architecture, and sculpture might be 
investigated: 
Music--pitch, duration, timbre, volume, harmony, 
rhythm, form, tempo, dynamics, and counterpoint. 
Literature--rhythm, imagery, metaphor, simile, and 
symbol. 
Painting--line, color, value, volume, texture, 
shape, straight and curved lines. 
·. tn'e p~intin~ elements mass andSculpture--add to ~ b
 
volume.
 
1	 'd tl'on· in the Related Arts," 39.Karel, "Teacher .t.. Ued 
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Architecture--add to the painting element a stress 
on enclosed space. 
3.	 There could be a discussion of the organization of 
the allied arts: 
Music--forms, dance, sonata, theme-variation, and 
tone poem. 
Literature--verse forms--sonnet, essay, monolog, 
and quatrain. 
Painting--symmetric form--rectangular, pyramid, 
and oval. 
Sculpture--three-dimensional forms. 
Architecture--historical	 methods on construction-­
post and lintel, dome, arch, and vault. 
4.	 The various media might be observed: 
Music--sound waves, instruments of the orchestra. 
Literature--speech sounds, vowels and consonants, 
and language.
 
Painting--pigments, surfaces used, tempera, and
 
oil.
 
Sculpturing--clay, wood, stone, and metal.
 
Architecture--iron, glass, and synthetics.
 
5. A discussion of styles would be a possible method: 
Classic-Romantic.
 
Individual artists.
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Historical styles. l 
Karel also says there are five approach levels which 
can be used to teach the structure of the arts: (1) subject, 
(2) medium, (3) background, (4) elements, and (5) struc­
tural. While explaining the structural approach he comments: 
Sometimes a too-thorough-analytical approach destroys
 
the charm and freshness of a work, but whether this is
 
the case or not, the educated consumer will, if he
 
chooses~ be able to penetrate the work at all of these
 
levels.t:. 
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965 
through its Title Three program is lfmaking available modern 
educational equipment and especially qualified personnel, 
including artists and musicians. 1f Under this program 
schools can call upon symphony orchestras for programs, 
chamber music, or instrumental demonstrations. 3 
Several methods were found by which a general music 
class could be presented. Reimer suggests: 
I.. Teach what is most important about the subject. 
it .. lrifhat is the point? 
b. What does it do? 
II. Use the best musical art works as the basic material 
lL.· C uarel "Place of .. the Arts 1."U Secondaryeon • L\ , • (' . " (, 11e (J e<>i,'Schools,!! (unpublished artlcle, u~ate ledcners vO b' 
Kirksville, lJiissouri, 1959), 2-5. 
2Karel, Avenues tathe Arts, p. 141-2 .. 
3Lloyd, QE. cit., 48. 
J
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for study. The order in which the music is studied 
should be based on the st t f 1ruc ure 0 the music. 
He further offers an outline of a good general music 
course: 
I. What does the music do? 
A.	 Composer as he creates, conductor as he recreates, 
and listener as he listens. 
B.	 Students read music, discuss it, listen again to 
hear different things, sing, play, clap, write, 
and improvise. 
II. How does music do what it does? 
A.	 Explore elements--rhythm, harmony, texture, and 
form. 
B.	 How are they manipulated to understand human 
feelings? 
III. How has the music done What it did? 
A.	 A development of the major musical styles fol1ows. 2 
Reimer's objective in such an approach to a general 
music class is what he believes to be the primary respon­
sibi1ity of music educators, "A direct and concentrated 
attempt to develop each child's ability to have aesthetic 
experiences with music."] 
2Ibid ., 123 -4. 
31bid. , 125 .. 
....'f~.,••.~--
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Rankin believes that the obJ'ectives of a general 
music class must be consistent with· the h 1sc 00 fS philosophy 
of education. It needs to be teachable and for all stu­
dents. He suggests the possibility of touching on the 
interrelationships with the humanities in a general music 
class: 
1. Songs with poetry and speech 
2. Dance with physical education 
3. Opera with drama 
4.	 Staging with art. 1 
Rankin also points out that there should be an anal­
ysis of the essential structure of music. Determine the 
qualitative nature of music which distinguishes it (and 
other arts) from the sciences, for instance melody, har­
mony, and rhythm, and develop and combine them. Explana­
tions should highlight the essence of the music and give a 
basic understanding of it. Rankin feels that if teachers 
take a long look at the structure of the music, 
build a curriculum Which will provide a richer, 
ingful life for the students through the music 
they listen. 2 
they can 
more mean-
to which 
IStuart Hankin· ItForging a JW1ior High General ;:'l,:!sic 
ProgrEtffi, ff ~lusic hducators Journal, LIII (December, 1900), 
32. 
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James L. l"1ursell emphasizes the developmental ap­
proach in music education as a process of musical growth. 
He feels that there should be more emphasis on the inner, 
living essence of music first rather than the external 
manifestations, that is, the tonal and rhythmic patterns 
rather than skills, techniques, and theoretical rules. He 
also feels thut a piece of music depends for its expres­
siveness upon: 
1. Tone color--chords, melody, tonality 
2.	 Rhythmic component--what is left when tonal content 
is eliminated 
J. Architectonic component--steady unfolding of orig­
inal theme (Air with variations).l 
He gives five characteristics of musical growth: 
1. Living evolution 
2.	 Lssential meanings are clarified, deepened, and 
broadened 
J. Continuous (like mental growth) 
4. A	 purposeful process 
5.	 Involves shaping, reorganizing, and reorienting the 
21 ,entire persona lty.
 
. ~,uenues
 
_v 
of musical growth:sell	 also gives tnese 
for I Jlusical GrmvthIjames L. HurselI, r;ducCit~~n p. li. J-40. (New York: Ginn and Company, lY4bJ, ~ 
2Ibid., pp. 50-69. 
--
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I.	 Musical awareness. 
A.	 Its literature, traditions., uses., d.~na' aesth'etlc, 
social, and economic realities. l 
II. Musical initiative. 
A.	 Put student on his own, help him develop the
 
desire and power to make musical choices. 2
 
III. Musical discrimination. 
A.	 In performances of others and himself and by
 
comparisons. 3
 
IV. Musical insight. 
A.	 Identify, understand logically and expressively,
 
through composition. 4
 
V.	 Musical skill. 5 
He feels that general music is the core of the de­
velopment program because it brings the art of music to 
those who need it. 6 He feels also that the good general 
music program should include singing, listening, composing, 
instrumental playing, music discussions, and outside music 
activities. 7 
For this type of a general education program, there 
needs to be an organically integrated staff, the material 
2Ibid., p. 152. 3Ibid., p. 172.lIbid. , p. 127. 
Olbid.) p. 268.p. 192. 5Ibid.)_ p. 219.4Ibid.,
 
~., pp. 272-83.
7Ih" d"
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should be sequentially organized and all the available 
physical and human resourses utilized.l 
Leeder and Haynie suggest the following content for 
a general music course: 
1.	 Standardized musical aptitude test to determine
 
innate musical ability.
 
2. Advisement on future musical study based on tests 
'.... 
l~ 
and teacher observation. 
3.	 Brief survey of history and literature of music,
 
ancient to present, special emphasis on develop­
ment of American music.
 
4.	 Study of theory interrelated to applied music ex­
periences.
 
5.	 Study of style and eras of music through knowledge
 
of composers and song origins by recordings.
 
b. Study of instrumental forms. 
7. Study of voice types. 
8. Planning music for special school functions. 
9. Inte~relation of music with other subject areaS. 
10.	 build school spirit by frequent singing of school
 
song.
 
11.	 Active participation in performance groups.
 
operettas, and TV Shows. 2
 12. Creating dances, songs, 
lIbid., pp. 294-7.
 
-(Leeder and Haynie, .2£. c.it., p. 27.
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Andrews and Cockerille feel that a broad-based gen­
eral music program should require some participation in 
music through ninth grade and should provide varied oppor­
tunities for participation on an elective basis through 
twelfth grade. They also reco~~end at least one course in 
theory, history of music) or sight-reading for those stu­
dents who are going on with music. l A general music class 
should include: 
1. Songs of many countries and many moods 
2. Correlation with other subjects and interests 
3. ~~ny listening experiences 
4. VBterials of current interest 
5. Rhythmic activities in music class 
6. A	 unifying thread 
7.	 Learning about many tecrmical matters relating to 
music. 2 
The Kranes' idea for a general music class stresses: 
, 1 ar.l'U'. soc'J.'al deve·lopment for all children.( l) musica growttl1 ' 
especially those not enrolled in special music activities; 
(2) a	 continuation of the stream of elementary musical ex­
periences through all grades; and (3) carrying out the 
slogan for the Music Educators National Conference, nlfusic 
Q 
1-' S1,D.ri' (~OCK' prille. on. cit., p. 104.'J~nC1reWS ~ ,v v , ::::.I:­
'CII~'Pill.---~ 
-f--~,:;r~~~ ~------------.
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for Every Child, and Every Child for 11l1usic n In dd'" 
___ • a ltlon 
to choral singing, study of orchestral instruments, and 
listening to musical masterpieces, units on the following 
subjects would stimulate interest: 
1.	 Know your community. 
2.	 Know your state. 
3.	 Know your country. 
4.	 Know your world. 
5.	 Great songs of faith. 
6.	 Festivals of the world. 
7.	 Integration with units of social science. 
S.	 lJIusic in our day.l 
Today the music educator has many new tools at his 
disposal to make music instruction much more effective than 
it was in past decades. Audio-visual equipment presents 
unlimited possibilities. High fidelity and stereophonic 
recordings bring the orchestra into the very room. Film 
strips are available to show with recordings. There are 
tape recorders, tapes, over-head projectors, transparen­
cie~), and slides which can make music learning more enjoy­
able and understandable. 2 
lKrone, £E. cit., pp. 13-5.
 
2Sur and ..Jchu.llar, .2£. cit., p. 139.
 
····•• 'D 
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v. CREDIT FOR COURSES 
Should credit be given for non-performance music 
courses? National Educators Association Statistics in 1965 
say that fifty-three percent of the senior high schools 
reported an increase in the enrollment for music credit. 
Where there was a decline reported, it was mainly due to 
increased academic requirements. Several cities reported 
that they achieve a proper academic standard in a four-day 
week and devote the fifth day to arts and electives. l 
There are varied opinions on whether non-performance 
oriented courses should be required or elective. According 
to Sur and Schuller, the decision should be left up to the 
individual schools and their teachers. The experience dnd 
background of the students must be taken into considera­
tion ......') 
~mrsell feels that a general music class should be 
required for the first year of high SChool,3 and that there 
should be an organized system of evaluation in which stu­
dents are ranked in ascending and descending order of excel-
t ' od o~ evaluation oflence .. Lach teacher shOllId have a me n L 
It lClt,,, l'<un'l llii'or ContactvJith the. Sis.;nifiC<:lnt) If 
H C '-- LI '" <' J: , .. , . 1 no ~ 418ducdtors ,Journal, L11 (NovemDer-uecemoer, .J. '/ ) , . ..I1U8i c 
'J .... t P' 205 ..
"-3ur and SChuller, .2.£. Gl .,. 
1 f' l'''''''owth D. 300.Jj'lursell, Lduc~ition .01' ~_lCd.J. \..u .... '~j .L 
EioP 
-f-' 
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his own which is kept in an individual student folder. l 
Leeder and Haynie suggest two Ways in which credit 
may be given for general music classes. If all the work 
is done in class, credit should be given on a laboratory 
basis. If the class meets daily with outside preparation, 
full academic credit should be given. 2 They found through 
a questionnaire sent to all State departments of Education 
in 1953 that some states offered no credit and some offered 
seven Carnegie units toward graduation. The most common was 
three to four. The Carnegie unit is based on one hundred 
twenty clock hours of class instruction per school year for 
each unit of credit. Credit in all music subjects is com­
puted on the basis of allowing one unit of credit for each 
three hundred minutes of instruction per week for the year. 
If instruction is offered for less than three hundred min­
utes, the credit is computed from the following table: 
Minutes per week Amount of credit 
30 01 
60 • • .2 
90 .3 
120 • .4 
150 .5 
.6180 
2lU
• 
.7 
.8240 •270 9 
1:03 30U • • 
Ilbid., pp. 309-12. 
)Ibid.2Leeder and Haynie, .9.£. cit., p. 20. 
~----..._---. 
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Singleton states that academic credit should be and 
usually is given for music courses, full credit when the 
class meets daily and requires outside work and laboratory 
credit (half) when work is done in class. Courses are ex­
pected to fulfill academic class requirements, for instance 
frequent examination, marks to show pupil progress, possible 
notebooks, and independent projects. l 
It was stated by Earl Bridgewater in an education 
class at Drake University on August 14, 1967, as he reported 
on a "Seminar on Innovations ll for School administrators at 
Honululu, Hawaii, that, nA humanities course today is a 
prestige thing. fl He further commented that it is being 
used in some secondary schools now as an elective and many 
more secondary schools are planning to start such a course 
2very soon. 
VI. SUlJlIvIARY 
l~usic is no longer considered by many educational 
leaders to be a luxury for a few, but it is recognized as 
. 1 h dea·VOY' lvIost authorities in the musicCi nnlversa uman en· ... •J. 
, . tl'-l,':t
.-:. r,(lUSl' C e·duc;::,tion must ~fleld agree be organized to reach. 
1Singleton, QE. cit.» pp. 42-3. 
2 ain r on Innov:1.tions,If('lieport by ~arl ~rid~el~as',:er~u~~:~ l~ 1967.
Drake University ~QUcatlon v a ~J h D J 
C).q 1 ' t ~3"~lay .£1;2. Cl • )"'''1' 'n"'r Onfi" "c; • ~. 
.~---------_....
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a,ll students, performer and non-performer. ~~ny feel that 
at least one year of some type of music appreciation course 
should be required in high school, and some feel it should 
be offered all four years (a different course at least every 
other year.) Ross states that we need a unifying chain 
constructed from preschool through college to discover 
talent and let it develop.l 
With one exception, the writers cited suggest some 
type of integration of arts as the best method of teaching 
appreciation. Taylor says: 
The spirit of humanism ••• is found in the sensi­
bility of the artist, the scholar, the student, and 
the citizen, all of them combined as creator, critic, 
learner, and dudience, each with his own function, 
each learning from the other, each willing to accept 
anything human as the proper study and concern of 
man. 2 
W~ny authorities feel that music and the other arts 
should have an equal rating with academic subjects. Reimer 
points out that lack of a broad perspective has prevented 
the music education field from making impressive advances 
Which have been made in many other fields. 3 
Most of the sources studied point out the importance 
of students learning how to listen discriminately. The 
aesthetic experiences associated with music should provide 
or, ., / 
a\;c~'%u 
~,::: 
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the student with ingredients for a rich and meaningful 
future life. Most authorities agree that credit should be 
given for non-performance oriented music courses, the amount 
to be determined by each school according to the number of 
minutes in class and the amount of outside studying which 
is required. 
Several authorities believe that a properly taught 
general music course is the heart and core of the school 
<:> 
music prograrno 
~-----------·c 
CHAPTER III 
~UESTIONNAIRE, PliOCEDURE, AHD FINDINGS 
The questionnaire in this study WaS sent to music 
teachers who are teaching in class A and B high schools in 
Iowa. The purpose waS to discover what types of non-per­
formance oriented music courses are being offered in Iowa 
high schools, the methods which are being employed to teach 
them, and the percentage of Iowa high school students which 
is being reached by such courses. 
I. FORlviAT OF' QUESTIONNAIRE 
Page one of the questionnaire contained questions 
about the courses: (l) what courses were offered, (2) how 
often the classes met, and (3) the amount of credit which 
was given for the courses. 
Page two dealt with (1) ways in which the student 
oersonnel for the classes waS determined (required, elec­
" 
tive, or instructor-selected,) and (2) the methods which 
were employed to teach theory, composition, and music liter­
()'evera'l poss'ible ua·ys were suggested. Thea ture courses. . ..... ~~ 
teachers were asked to list any courses which were not 
suggested" 
'I) the ~rrdn~ements which werePage three asked f or \ ~ c;;JL' 
's'~.d' t t ~ r'listor.\,r of mu~ic dnd listening courses,l• '" ,0 ·ed.C,l.J-~ , 
~----------.-
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(2) the methods used to teach a humanities or an 
allied arts 
course (team-teaching or otherwise,) and (3) the approach 
used to teach a "1'1usic for Consumers" course. 
Page four aSked (1) what WaS included in a survey 
course or a f!eneral music' ( .~ course, ana 2) approximately what 
percentage of the student body was being reached by non­
performance oriented music courses. 
II ~ PROCBDURE FOIt SA1JIPLn~G 
A questionnaire was developed with the help of fac­
ulty advisors and validated by submission to three local 
teachers and three Drake graduate students who are active 
in the high school music field in Iowa. Changes and correc­
tiona were made on the basis of these responses. 
Letters were mailed to the superintendents of all of 
the Class A and B high schools in the State of Iowa request­
ing them to present the questionnaire to a high school music 
teucher in their system. Letters and questionnaires were 
Sent to one hundred ten Cldss A schools and one hundred 
fifty-three Class B schools. Of the two hundred sixty-three 
questionnaires which \vere sent, one hundred ninety-nine 
schools returned the completed forms. A follow-up letter 
"das sen't to sl'.x'.ty-fou·r qchoo'.llq~ who had_' ~ not answered the 
orisinul request. This resulted in a reply from fifty-two 
more :':"chools. 
~-----------
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Two hundred sixty-three questionnaires were sent. 
Two hundred fifty-one questionnaires were returned result­
ing in a ninety-five percent return. 
The two hundred fifty-one completed questionnaires 
were used for information in this chapter. 
III. RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
Number of Iowa high schools offering ~-performance 
oriented music courses. Of the two hundred fifty-one 
teachers who completed the questionnaire, one hundred six 
taught in Class A schools and one hundred forty-five taught 
in Class B schools. This classification was taken from the 
1966-67 Iowa High School Directory compiled by the Iowa High 
School Athletic Association. Table I shows the number of 
schools offering non-performance oriented music courses, 
the schools divided according to their enrollments. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF	 SCHOOLS OFFERING NON-PERFOfuv~NCE 
ORIENTED I~SIC COURSES 
Number of schoolsEnrollment 
82200--300 
54300--400 
33400--500 23500--600 17600--750 11750-1000 81000-1250 81250-1500 61500-1800 81800-2500 1Over 2500 Total 251 
: : 
~----------.III 
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This Table shows that more students were offered 
non-performance oriented music courses in schools with 
enrollments less than seven hundred fifty than in larger 
schools. 
The tables which follow will present the informa­
tion which was obtained from the two hundred fifty-one 
completed questionnaires. 
Courses being offered. Table II reveals the courses 
which were being offered in ninety-eight Iowa schools. 
TABLE II 
NON-PERFORlVlANCE ORIENTED NIUSIC COURSES OFFERED
 
IN IOWA HIGH SCHOOLS IN 1967-1968
 
Percent of Percent of 
Title of Number of Schools Total 
Course Schools Offering
Courses 
Questionnaires 
Basic Theory 
Composition 
Music Literature 
Ivlusic History 
Listening 
Humanities 
Allied Arts 
Music for Consumers 
Survey Course 
General Music 
Music Appreciation 
Fine Arts 
Other* 
Total courses 
)$ 
9 
21 
17 
20 
12 
6 
2 
9 
31 
10 
2 
5 
1$2 
)8.6 
9 
21.4 
17.) 
20.4 
12.2 
6.1 
2 
9.2 
31.5 
10.2 
2 
5.1 
15 
3.5 
8.3 
6.7 
8 
4.8 
2.3 
.8 
3.5 
12.3 
3.9 
.8 
2 
= 
*One 
One 
listed "Conducting" 
listed "Music I" 
One listed ttfvlusic Horizons" .. . 
One listed "Fundamentals of IVius~clt 
One listed "Sight Singing" 
~--------C11 
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Basic theory and general music were the courses 
offered in the largest percentage of the schools with lis­
tening and music literature ranking next. The total number 
of courses exceeded the number of schools offering non­
performance oriented music courses. This resulted from 
several schools offering more than one course. 
Tables III and IV show how often the classes met 
and the length of the class periods. 
TABLE III 
NU¥illER OF PERIODS PER vlliEK IN WHICH 
NON-PERFORrJ~NCE ~ruSIC CLASSES I~T (1967-1968) 
Percent of Percent of 
Number of Number of Total Total 
Times Schools Affirmative Questionnaires 
Replies 
Daily 
Once a week 
Twice a week 
Three times a week 
55 
12 
21 
7 
56.1 
12.2 
21.4 
7.2 
21.9 
4.8 
8.3 
2.7 
Two and 
times 
a 
a 
Half 
week 2 2.1 .8 
Once every 
weeks 
two 
1 1 .4 
Total 98 100.0 38.9 
:= 
In over half of the ninety-eight schools which of­
t h classes met daily.fered non-performance courses, e 
classes met from fifty-five toSixty-seven percent 0 f t he 
sixty minutes per period. 
---------lIII
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TABLE IV 
LENGTH OF	 CLASS PERIODS FOR NON-PERFOill~NCE 
MUSIC COURSES (1967-68) 
Periods in 
Minutes 
Number of 
Schools 
Percent of 
Affirmative 
Replies 
Percent of 
Total 
Questionnaires 
20 
30 
40 
45 
50 
53 
55 
60 
90 
150 
No time given 
0 
5 
4 
14 
1 
2 
24 
42 
2 
1 
3 
0 
5.1 
4.1 
14.3 
1 
2.. 1 
24.5 
42.7 
2.1 
1 
3.1 
0 
2 
1.6 
5.6 
.4 
.8 
9.6 
16.7 
.$ 
.4 
1.2 
Totals 98 100.0 39.1 
Classes in eighty-seven percent of the schools met 
during school hours as Table V revealS. 
TABLE V 
r~ETING TD~S FOR NON-PERFOffivlliNCE ORIENTED 
~roSIC CLASSES (1967-68) 
Percent of Percent of 
Times Number of Affirmative Total 
Schools Replies Questionnaires 
34.2During School 86 
2After School 5 
.4Before School 1 
.4During Summer 1 2No Answer	 5 
100.0	 39.0'rotals	 :: 
:	 ":·7: 
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Only seven percent of the h 1sc 00 s reported classes 
meeting before or after school. 
Credit for courses. Eighty-eight percent of the 
schools which offered non-performance courses offered 
credit for the courses as Table VI shows. 
TABLE VI 
AIVIOU~TS ...,OF C~EDIT OFFERED FOR NON-PERFORl4ANCE 
ORI~NT~D MU~IC COURSES IN rOV/A HIGH SCHOOLS 
IN 1967-68 
Number Percent of Percent of 
of Credits Number of Affirmative Total 
Offered Schools Replies Questionnaires 
1 a Semester 49 50 19.5 
1 a Year 26 26.5 10.3 
Year 10 10.2 3.9t : Year 1 1 .4 
3 Units a Year 1 1 .4 
No Credit 9 9.2 3.5 
Did not Designate 2 2.1 .8 
Totals 98 100.0 38.8 
;:::;: 
Nine percent of the schools Which offered the courses 
did not offer credit. Fifty percent of the schools allowed 
one credit a semester and twenty-six percent one credit a 
yearo 
Required, selective.2!: elective courses. Table VII 
reveals the number of schools (1) which required a non­
performance oriented music course sometime during high 
school, (2) which offered these courses as electives, and 
(3) in which the teacher selected students for the courses. 
~-------_.l'I
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TABLE VII 
NUMBER AND ~ERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS IN ~VJnc . _ . ,
ORIENTb,;D MUSIC COURSES ~vERE REQUlREg N~~_,~~~RMANCE 
OR INSTRUCTORS SELECTED STUDENTS (i967~68) , 
= 
lVIETHOD REPLIES 
Yes No 
Percent of 
Schools 
Offering Courses 
Percent of 
Total 
Replies 
Required 14 78 
14.3 
79.7 
5.6 
31 
Elective 
78 
14 
79.7 
14.3 
31 
5.6 
Instructor­
selected 
17 
59 
17.3 
60.2 
6.7 
23.5 
The courses were elective and not required in 
seventy-nine percent of the schools and the instructors did 
not select the students in sixty percent of the schools. 
Table VIII shows the grades in which the courses 
were offered. 
TABLE VIII 
GRADES IN WHICH NON-PERFOill4ANCE ORIENTED ~lliSIC COURSES W~RE OFFERED IN IOWA HIGH SCHOOLS IN 1967-68 
=: Percent ofPercent ofNumber of TotalSchools Offer­Grade Schools Questionnairesing Courses 
4.812.2Nine 12 7.218.4Ten 18 17.143.8Eleven 43 19.951
'!'welve 50 10.727Optional 27 : 
::= :: :; 
.~-------.4IIJ 
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The percentages were higher in grades eleven and 
twelve because several schools offered the courses in both 
of these grades. Some schools made the courses available 
in all four grades and twenty-seven percent of the schools 
made the courses available in any grade. 
Methods £! Eresentation. In Table IX the methods 
by which theory was taught are presented. 
TABLE IX
 
I~THODS BY WHICH THEORY WAS TAUGHT IN IOWA HIGH
 
SCHOOLS DURING SCHOOL YEAR 1967-1968 
Number of Percent of Percent of 
IoJIethods Schools Schools Offer- Total 
ing Courses Questionnaires 
Basic Notation 
Keys and Scales 
Chord Construction 
47 
46 
44 
47.9 
46.9 
44.9 
18.7 
18.3 
17.5 
Meanings of Dynamic 
lvIarks 
Instrumentation 
Composition 
Ear-training 
Harmonization 
Dictation 
Basic Fundamentals 
Other* 
41 
32 
7 
5 
4 
3 
3 
8 
41.8 
32.6 
7.2 
5.1 
4.1 
3.1 
3.1 
8.2 
16.3 
12.5 
2.7 
2 
1.6 
1.2 
1.2 
3.2 
;;; 
*One 
One 
listed nComposers' f 
listed "Sight-singing" 
One 
One 
One 
One 
One 
listed "Rhythms"
listed "History"
listed "Transposition" 
listed "Analysis"
listed "Orchestration" 
One listed "Musical Form" 
Only thirty-eight schools listed theory as a course.
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The number of schools listed under methods of teaching 
theory were higher than thirty-eight because many schools 
listed it in their general music course methods. The per­
centages were determined by the entire number of schools 
who offered non-performance oriented music courses. 
Twelve percent of the schools which offered compo­
sition as a course stressed simple tunes as the method used 
and eleven percent did two-part work as shown by Table Xo 
TABLE X 
I~THODS USED TO TEACH Crn~OSITION IN IOWA HIGH
 
SCHOOLS DURING SCHOOL YEAR 1967-68
 
(1",. 
~tPercent of Percent of
 
Methods Number of Schools Total
 
Schools Offering Questionnaires
 
Courses
 
Simple Tunes 12 12.2 4.8 
Two-part 11 11.2 4.3 
Three-part 5 5.1 2 
Four-part 7 7.2 2.7 
Project (Not 
reqUired) 3 3.1 1.2 
Orchestration 2 2.1 .8 
Class Decide what 
to study 2 2.1 .8 
Other* 4 4.1 1.6 
; 51 R-- 4 = 
*One listed "Full band arrangements" 
One listed "Use instrumental group" 
One listed "Recordings» 
classical music"One listed nUse some popular and some 
·sted under methods of teach­The number of schoo1s 11.
h the number which ing composition were also larger t an 
.. s· a c.ourse because composition wasoffered composition a
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listed in general music courses. 
It can be seen that many methods Were used to present 
music literature as shown in Table XI. 1~4~ f r~ny 0 the twenty-
one schools which offered a music literature course used 
more than one method to present it. 
TABLE XI 
METHODS USED TO TEACH MUSIC LITERATURE IN Iffi'IA 
HIGH SCHOOLS IN SCHOOL YEAR 1967-68 
= 
Percent of Percent of 
Method Number of Schools Total 
Schools Offering
Courses 
Replies 
Periods in music 28 28.5 11.1 
Recordings 23 23.4 9.2 
Structural styles 21 21.4 8.3 
Historical development 17 17.3 6.7 
Composers 13 13.2 5.2 
Choral group 2 2 .8 
Live performances 2 2 .8 
Tapes and transpar­
2 .8ancies 2 
Other* 7 7.2 2.7 
:; : : 
*One listed "Related graphic arts through art course" 
One listed "Class participation" 
One listed "Elements of music" 
One listed ItTripsl1 
One listed "Follow scores" 
One listed "Elementary harmony" 
One listed "Units" 
All of the schools which taught music literature 
· . re. cording.s, and structural stylesuse.d periodS 1.n mus1c, ~ 
as methods of teaching it. 
Table XII gives the methods shown on the question­
63 
naira replies for teaching history of music. 
TABLE XII 
I~TH.0DS USED TO TEACH MUSIC HISTORY COURSES IN 
IOWA HIGH SCHOOLS DURING SCHOOL YEAR 1967-68 
, g: 
Percent of Percent ofMethods Number of Schools SchoolsSchools Offering TeachingCourses l~sic History 
Periods 14 
Composers styles 7 
Chronologically 5 
Units 1 
Mixture 1 
Periods in history was used as a method in eighty­
two percent of the history of music courses which were 
TABLE XlII 
METHODS USED TO TEACH LISTENING COURSES IN IOWA 
HIGH SCHOOLS IN SCHOOL YEAR 1967-68 
Percent of Percent of 
I\1ethod Number of Schools Schools Offering
Schools Offering Listening 
Courses 
Periods in history 14 1.4.3 70 
Comparison of styles 13 13.2 65 
Composers 7 7.2 35 
Similarities of 
Compositions 6 6.1 )0 
Structure of com­
position 5 5.1 25 20Othert,~ 4 4.1 
= ; :: :; 
*One listed "lvlixture" 
One listed "Available recordings n 
One listed "Study of instruments ~ symphony J dance forms J 
suites and overtures 
One listed "Some Popular" 
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taught. Fourteen percent used composers styles. 
As can be seen by Table XIII, listening courses were 
presented by several methods in many of the schools. Seven~ 
ty percent of the schools which offered a listening course 
used periods in history as one method accompanied by com­
parison of styles and a study of composers. 
The allied arts and humanities courses results were 
combined in the tabulations. Tables XIV and XV show the 
organization and methods employed to teach allied arts and 
humanities courses. 
TABLE XIV 
TEACHER COlVlBINA'rIONS }-''OR Tli:ACHING ALLIED
 
ARTS AND HU~~NITIES COURSES (1967-68)
 
Teacher Combinations Number of Schools 
Either vocal or instrumental
 
Art, literature, vocal music .
 
Literature, history, instrumental
 
History, vocal, instrumental, art,
 
philosophy, and literature 
Literature, history, instrumental, 
and vocal 
Art, literature, music and speech 
Vocal and instrumental 
History and instrumental 
Art, music and drama 
Special teacher 
6 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
= ;; 
Of the eighteen schools teaching a humanities or 
d h t teachers workedallied arts course, eleven indicate ta 
The most common combina­together to teach the courses. 
r
r-; 
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tiona were art, literature, and music teachers. One school 
used a special teacher, and six schools indicated that the 
courses were taught by either the vocal or instrumental 
music teacher. 
TABLE XV 
METHODS USED TO TEACH ALLIED ARTS AND HUb~ITIES 
COURSES IN IOWA SCHOOLS DURING 
SCHOOL YEAR 1967-68 
Percent of Percent of 
Method Number of Schools Offer­ Total 
Schools ing Allied Arts 
or Humanities 
Responses 
Historically 10 55.5 3.9 
Art Media 8 44.4 3.2 
~cUnits 7 38.$ 2.7 t 
Introduction to all 
arts 4 22.2 1.6 
Periods 3 16.6 1.2 
Chronologically 3 16.6 1.2 
Evaluation of works 
.8of all arts 2 11.1 
Subject {\flatter 2 11.1 0$ 
Composers style 2 11.1 .8 
Hecordings 2 110 1 .8 
22.2 1.6Other* 4 
; :: : 
*One listed "Structure" 
One listed "Appreciation" .f 
One listed USome concert muS1C' 
One listed nListening" 
Fifty-five percent of the schools which offered 
them h;storically, forty-four percentthese courses taught ~ 
ent used Wlits.used art media, and thirty-eight perc 
for Consumers"Only two schools listed a "Course 
as such. 
~-----.• 
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Only nine Behools were teaching a survey course. 
All of them used more than one method to present the course 
as shown by Table XVI o 
TABLE XVI 
l'iJETHODS USED TO TEACH. SUli.VEY COURQ'" Hr 
SCHOOLS IN SCHOOL YEAR HIGH1967-68 IO\JA 
: 
Percent of PercentMethods Number of Schools Offerin~ of TotalSchools Non-performanc~ Replies
Courses 
Units 7 
Periods 7 
Styles 5 
Points of Interest 5 
Comparisons 5 
Similarities of 
Composers Works 3 
Chronologically 4 
Art ["leoia 2 
Other~:( 3 
7.2 
7.2 
5.1 
5.1 
5.1 
3.1 
4.1 
2.1 
3.1 
2.7 
2.7 
2 
2 
2 
1.2 
1.6 
.8 
1.2 
*One listed nListenin~n
One listed ftTheorytt 
o 
One listed "Three-week survey" 
ching by units and periods were found to be the 
methods most often used. 
Table XVII ShO\>18 that teachers of general music 
courses used listening as a method of teaching in thirty­
nine percent of the schools which offered non-performance 
oriented music courses. l'lusic history and theory \';ere used 
in thirty-four percent of the schools and a study of com­
posers in thirty-~hree percent of the schools. fhirty-one 
--------
· cjiii!!!" 
i: 
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'rABLE XVII 
IVJETHODS BY "HIC"fIN IOWA W- H .GBN~RAL IJlU~I~ COURSli:S \\iEliE TAUGHT 
H1GH SCHOOLS IN SCrlOOL Y~AR 1967-08 
=: =: :; 
Number of Percent of PercentIvlethod Schools Schools Offer­ of Total 
ing Courses Replies 
Listening 39 39.5 15.5Music History 34 34.6 13.5Theory 34 34.6 13.5Study of Composers 33 33.6 13.1Notation 31 31.6 12 0 3Singing 29 29.6 11.5Composition 15 15.3 5.9Recordings 4 4.1 1.6 
Periods 3 3.1 1.2 
Analysis 3 3.1 1.2 
Historical Development 2 2.1 .8 
Conducting 2 2.1 08 
Other';' 6 6.1 2.4 
*One listed "Instrumentation"
 
One listed "Arranging and Acoustics"
 
One listed "Live Performance"
 
One listen UHhythms and Intervals"
 
One listed ItStyles"
 
One listed ttKeyboard"
 
percent used notcltion and twenty-nine percent used singing. 
Percenta.ge 01' students being reclched .21 non-perform­
anee oriented music courses. In view of the tremendous 
stress being lclid upon the importance of music as the art 
probably most ready to fill the increased leisure tiIDe of 
the American public, lour IQ1,"Ja high schools are reaching a 
very small percentage of the high school students who will 
2 
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be the future "increased leisure-time public. fI Table XVIII 
shows the percentage of students who are being reached by 
non-performance music courses in Class A and B high schools 
in Iowa. 
TABLE XVIII 
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS BEING REACHED BY NON-PERFOID~NCE
 
ORIENTED I~SIC COURSES IN CLASS A AND B IOWA HIGH
 
SCHOOLS DURING SCHOOL YEAR 1967-68
 
Total number of Percentage of 
Percent Number of Students in Students Reached 
Schools Affirmative By Courses 
Questionnaires 
50 2 1,769 885 
26 1 1320 213 
25 14 8,456 2,115 
15 1 250 37 
10 7 3,7313 374 
8 1 844 67 
6 2 1,030 62 
5 lS 10,098 506 
3-4 1 550 19 
3 4 2,812 85 g2.8 1 283 92.5 1 383 
2 10 5,250 105 103071-5 1 1841 26 18,443 22Less than 1 4 4,125 g 3 1502,814 1 235 
4,716
'rotals 98 62,207 
:::: : 
had a total enroll­Schools included in the survey 
ment of one hundred thirty-four thousand seven hundred 
~l.'xty-two thousand two hundred sevensixty-six students. ~ 
of these students attended schools Which offered some type 
~-----·ldI
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of non-performance oriented music courses. Four thousand 
seven hundred sixteen students were reached by these 
courses. This constituted seven percent of the students in 
the schools which offered the above-named courses. Three 
and one-half percent of the total number of students in 
two hundred fifty-one Class A and B schools in Iowa were 
reached. 
Number of Students Number Percent Percent 
Reached Reached Not Reached 
In Survey 134,766 4,716 3.5 
In Schools Offering 
Non-performance 
Courses 62,207 4,716 
Uver ninety-two percent of the students enrolled in 
schools which offered non-performance courses and ninety­
" , '" 1 " 'o"'a 1"1' oUrl" school studentsrl"six percent of tne v ass f.. anC! b J. i~'.
 
were not reached by non-performance music courses.
 
~-----ii1 
CHAP'fBB. IV 
C:U.l'Vflli,jif.LRy CO'1\TC T U° 1-" 0'I,rs ''''r'' 
U' U1. L~, H.LA,,) '~ lu~lJ flliC OMUIENDA '£1ONS 
I. SUMIJlAHY 
It waS the purpose of this study to survey Iowa high 
schools to determine (I) the number of non-performance ori­
ented music courses offered at high school level and (2) the 
type of courses offered, course requirements, hours credit, 
methods of course presentation, and percentage of students 
being reached by the courses. 
Before beginning this study a review of literature 
was made to discover the feelings and opinions of authori­
ties in the music education field regarding non-performance 
oriented music courses and to investigate the methods by 
which such courseS might be taught. This revealed the need 
for information concerning the kinds of non-performance 
oriented musi c c las ses being taught in Iowa and the methods 
by which they were being taught. 
' l"d ~ed J.~t waSA questionnaire was deveope1 d anct va ~a~o 
then mailed to two hundred sixty-three Class A and B high 
school music teachers in Iowa. 
In the third anu final phase of this study, r.he in­
td obtained from the questionnaire
vestigator c iled the 
. ~.'nd make reco~uendations
a,nd was ablt? to draw concluSlons	 ~. 
schools concerning non-for music cators in lO\'Jd hi 
71 
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performance oriented music courses. 
Of the two hundred and fifty-one 
completed question­
naires, ninety-eight schools, thirty-nine percent of those 
answering the questionnaire, were teaching some type of non­
performance oriented music courses. One hundred fourteen 
schools were not. This constituted forty-six percent of the 
returned questionnaires. Thirty-nine schools were planning 
to start such a course or were interested in starting one 
o 
This included fifteen percent of the schools replying. 
Because many of the schools were offerin~ courses 
o 
which included more than one of the titles which were sug­
gested in the questionnaire, the total number of courses 
exceeded the total number of schools which replied in the 
affirmativco 
Basic theory was being taught in thirty-eight school~ 
thirty-eight percent of the ninety-eight schools offering 
non-performance oriented music courses. it general music 
course was listed in thirty-one schools, thirty-one percent 
of the schools offering non-performance oriented music 
courses. If teachers were combining to teach humanities or 
allied arts courses, the most usual combinations were art, 
·-nly eishteen schools were1iterature, and music teachers. O .. ~ 
offering huma:ni ties or allied arts courses. 
d listenin6 wereMusic literature, music history, an 
, '01' offer i D.CY these
often Comb:i.ned. 1'he totdl number' 01 seno::. ~··b-
••• 
---------
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three courses was fifty-eight twenty One 
, -, seventeen, and 
twenty respectively. This constituted fift .y-n:tne percent 
of the schools which answered in the affirmative. 
Composition as a separate course Was offered in nine 
schools. It was combined with theory seven times. 
A survey course Was listed in nine schools. Music 
appreciation was added to the suggested list and offered in 
ten schools, six schools combining it with other courses 
such as theory, composition, music literature, music history 
and listening. 
Classes met during school hours daily in fifty-six 
percent of the schools and twice a week in twenty-one per­
cent. Classes were allowed one hour in forty-two percent 
of the schools which answered in the affirmative, fifty-
five minutes in twenty-four percent, and forty-five minutes 
in fourteen percent of the schools. The remaining schools 
allowed from thirty minutes to one hundred fifty minutes. 
E:ighty-eight percent of the schools \'vhich offered 
. "t 
J. 
~l·ft·y pe·rcent of thosenon-performance courses gave creGl. ~ 
giVing credit gave one credit a semester, and twenty-six 
percent one credit a year. Ten percent offered one-
half credit a year. 
·l'.e.. ntod music courses were offeredNon-perforilL:inCe or _ v 
.. ~ r)0r·c·e'n·~ of the schools, inas eectives1 in seventy-elgn~ t- .­
grades eleven and twelve. 
--------
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All of the schools which offerAd 
.... music literature, 
history of music, survey, and listening Courses used "per­
iods in music history" as a method of .organlzation. Compar­
ison of composer's styles was used in over seventy percent 
of the schools which offered the four above-named courses. 
All of the nine schools which offered a survey course and 
seven of the seventeen schools which offered history of 
music courses taught it chronologically as well as by per­
iods and comparison of composer's styles. 
Only two schools offered a "music for consumers rt 
course. 
A total of one hundred thirty-four thousand seven 
hundred sixty-six high school students were included in this 
survey. Of that number three and one-half percent were 
being reached last year by non-performance oriented music 
courses in Class A and B high schools in Iowa. However, 
almost six percent were being reached if a four-year period 
WaS considered. Several schools accomplished this by re­
quiring all freshmen to take the course. 
It was of interest to the writer to note that within 
the thirty-nine schools which were planning to start a non­
· Q b'ere· Ql·ITI~la'r· to the results ofper f ormance course, result ~ ., ~ ~w 
, s with one exception.the schools already offering sucn course 
'1"}16 d pI,pf· .'.·rence' for humanities or1
.- Larger number state a .. -­
,_.1 
, ,-,s thenee was tneory. " 
allied arts and the second pr 
-------LIIIII
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questionnaire indicated, for schools already offering non­
performance oriented courses, the proposed classes will 
meet daily, during school hours for one h'our. One credit 
will be given each semester. the Courses w;ll 1
•	 ... De elective 
in grades eleven and twelve, and students will not be se­
lect ed by instructors. ~fethoQ's t 0 'b used' to present theL4 e 
proposed courses corresponded very closely to the methods 
which were used by the schools already offering such 
courses. 
III. CONCLUSIONS .4.IJD RECOlvJjViENDATIONS 
Music must be made relevant to contemporary needs. l 
The	 professional literature emphasized strongly the need 
for	 providing aesthetic experiences for today's students 
and	 helping them to know how to find these experiences when 
they are no longer in school. Karel pointed out: 
It has been charged that we are not giVing our stu­
dents d lasting love of good music and art. When we 
have educat students who will go home from school at 
the day's end through an ugly city, to a, ~aste~essly 
furnished house and read a comic book WillIe l~sten­
ini! to rock-and:roll--and never be bothered Ex any of 
iC::-hm'l can lr/e anSvler'? We must admit failure sarnev/here
2ill	 our educational process. 
" b''/' t,.',,~--: l~t.•:>. r:;t· >·"1'8 p. r· e" "'ented J the fol­un	 the' aS~S 0..1. ~ 40::: ... ~ l.L ­'v 
lOWing recomxnendations seemed warrclnted; 
~--------
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1. Schools should examine "blPOSSl. e ways of revising 
their curricula to provide opportunities for all 
students to take courses which Wl." 11 . h ' .enrl.C tnelr 
lives socially, aesthetically, and spiritually. 
2.	 Educators should combine their efforts and organize 
their educational programs in order to improve 
student's tastes and desires. Karel states J "Rath­
er than continue our separate ways, educators in 
all the arts must combine efforts to raise stu­
dent's tastes by giving them all of the aspects of 
all of the arts. ttl 
As pointed out by Lloyd, we need new curricula and 
new materials. We need to retool our teachers, and revise 
our teacher-training programs. There must be less separa­
tion between creator and teacher and scholar and teacher. 
The courses should give the student a true knowledge of what 
the umsic is about from the composer's standpoint. 2 
J. Colleges should study the demands being made of ele­
mentary and secondary school ilmsie teachers--how 
important it is for them to be able to organize 
combined art prOb&:rams which will meet young peo­
'- 'I col1eg~es needitS suggested b.y Kdre, ,­pIe's needs. 
')··L d . f I))' 4'
':'L.oy',.2.£- Cl'::,-, .-" 
-------
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to train graduates to assume leadership of art 
programs, seeing broadly what young people need, 
thinking beyond their own special fields. 1 
Gilmore feels that possibly because those shaping 
curricula at the college level are unaware of the influence 
which works of art have exerted in shaping consciousness of 
our age and ages past, the general education programs have 
not given recognition to arts in any way comparable to 
their value as instructional forces. 2 
Reimer feels that teacher-training in colleges needs 
to stress more background in stylistic analysis, music his­
tory, huraanistic studies in general, and particular methods 
for developing aesthetic sensitivity.] 
4.	 Schools should place as much importance on non­
performance oriented music courses as t hey do on 
subjects such as mathematics, history, and sci­
ence. 4 Credit should be given on the same basis 
as for academic courses providing the same amount 
e 1 J nreacher Education in the Allied Arts, It .2£. 
U'l"he ,"; in t' he CoIleE,'"e Program inC.
• " r vv	 0 
Issue, It bducators Journal, 
II ( ), 122. 
J 
4 
neral 
sic in t Sch curriculum,!1 .2£- cit;:,., J8. 
- ......._--­
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of time is spent in claos d 
Q an in preparation.l 
Based on the results of the questionnaire the fol-J 
lowing recommendations seemed warranted: 
1.	 Controlled studies need to be conducted related to 
music scheduling which will resUlt in more effec­
tive learning. Some possibilities that might be 
investigated are modular scheduling, devoting one 
day a week to arts and electives, or alternating 
courses such as appreciation and literature every 
other year with theory. 
2.	 Administrators should lend a sympathetic ear to the 
requests and attempts being made by Iowa high 
school music teachers to improve music learning 
for secondary school stuaents. 
J.	 Jchools should require a non-performance oriented 
music course for at least one year in high school. 
Fourteen of the schools included in the survey did 
reqUire dt least two semesters for such a course. 
4. Aavanced non-performance oriented music courses such 
as	 composition, humanities, and music appreciation 
" for J"uniors and should be offered as electlves 
selection by the student should be
s.-::niors .. 1'he 
ThedGt.ermined by his post-high school plans .. 
--
cit. ,	 p. 20.daynie, .9.£. 
-------
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courses should be alternated yearly so that the 
students could take two courses ~f 
.... they so desired. 
Iowa high school music educators are making valiant 
efforts to bring their students into contact with the fine 
things which music can offer. ~Bny of them are teaching 
theory and music appreciation during their chorus time , 
because tight schedules will not permit separate courses. 
Some of them are teaching composition and theory to indi­
vidual students during their free time and before and after 
school. One of these students received extra money on a 
scholarship because of her fine composition work. 
Several Iowa music educators expressed a great desire 
to teach non-performance courses, but because of scheduling 
problems and lack of adrninistrative cooperation, they have 
so far been able to do nothing except plan and hope. One 
such plan was to add a four-semester symposium in fine arts 
curriculum. One semester vwuld be devoted to master-to t 
pieces in art, one semester to world literature, one to 
music literature and history, and one to great drama. 1;;ach 
COurse would be tau~ht bv a specialist, and all of the 
u • 
semesters would be correlated and compared.
 
a true humanities COLLrse
 
une teacher " attempt 
arts into a broad surveyin which he carre ted all of t 
uSed v~ere n .fhe 
a
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Enjoyment of LJiusic lt by Joseph iJIachlis whi ,.
, cn 1ncludes music 
history, theory, and listening, and. npeople and Music. 1t 
At least seven Iowa high schools are using a course 
of study guide n:rhe Development of Content and lJIaterials 
for ivlusic Literature Course in Senior High School, n Coop­
erative Research Project No. H. 254, by Neal E. Glenn and 
Robert Glidden. This guide is being developed by the Uni­
versity of Iowa. It includes music appreciation and human­
ities. 
A comparison of the results of the questionnaire with 
suggestions proposed by authorities in music education seems 
to indicate that Iowa schools are progressing and are ex­
panding music curriculae Possibly the above mentioned guide 
by the U versi ty of Iowa is the type of organized effort 
that will be necessary to put non-performance music courses 
into high scnoal curricula. Something also need to be done 
entage of students who are being reached ta raise the 
hO\'i fine the courses are, ifby these courses. r;o mat 
-six "PI~c"'rd' 0.1' the Iowa hidl school youth (as."-Jover ninE; r-....... I.v..... D 
compared to the nation's eighty percent) are not receiving 
musical perception and appreciationbenefit frumt
 
of music for Iowa resi nts will not improve.
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Macedonia, Iowa 
September 1, 1967 
Superintendent of Schools, 
Iowa 
Dear Sir: 
Under the guidance of 'Mrs. Marion iii. Knudsen 
Associa.te Professor of Ivlusic Education and Dr. Edwa~d 
K. West, Assistant Dean of the Graduate Division I am 
writing a field report concerning the non-perfor~nce 
music courses which are being offered in Iowa high 
Jschools. To do this a survey is being made of all 
Class Ii and B high schools in Iowa. I would be grateful 
for the participation of your high school in this study. 
Your participation would necessitate giving the 
enclosed letter and questionnaire to a music teacher 
in your high school and asking the teacher to complete 
the questionnaire and return it directly to me in the 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. Thank 
you very much. 
Respectfully yours, 
P~s. hlyce D. Hobson 
Graduate Student in 
l'lusic bducation 
Drake Univer ity 
Des ..iwines, mia 
closures 
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'~UbSTIONNAlRE FOH GllJ.:.lJUA'fE PROJECT 
To: Selected Iowa rUgh School Music Teachers. 
According to the publications of the Music hduca­
tors' National Conference there has been a definite in­
crease in various types of non-performance oriented music 
courses ~n the high school~ o~ the,Uni~ed States. ~~ny 
Iowa mus~c educators have lndlcatea a desire to know what 
is being done in our State. 
This questionnaire waS prepared to gather informa­
tion from those of you who are teaching these courses 
and those who are planning to add them to your curriculumo 
The purpose of the questionnaire is to determine 
what courses are being offered or planned and the methods 
by which they are being taught. 
Will you please complete this questionnaire by,
 
September)O 1967, and return it in the pre-addressed,
 
stamped envelope which WaS supplie~,to you? All answers
 
will be held in the strictest confluence.
 
Your cooperation is deeply appreciated. Thank
 
you very much.
 
Yours truly,
 
~~s. Alyce D. Hobson 
Graduate Student in 
r,Iusic £ducation 
Drake University 
Des 1,Ioines, Iowa 
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FOLLOW-UP LETTER 
Macedonia, Iowa 
October 1, 1967 
Superintendent of Schools, 
Dear Sir: 
In connection with the preparation of a graduate 
field report at Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa, you 
recently received a questionnaire on non-performance 
oriented music courses. I realize that it arrived at an 
inconvenient time and possibly has become misplaced in 
the busy rush of getting a school year started. The parti­
cipation of your school in this study will still be 
gratefully appreciated and in case the questionnaire has 
been misplaced, I am enclosing another copy. 
\Jill you pledse ask a music teacher in your high 
school to complete this questionnaire and return it dir­
ectly to me'? 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, 
Alyce D. Hobson 
Graduate Student in 
nusic 11:ducation 
Drake Jniversity, 
Des Waines, Iowa 
,t;nclosure 
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I~ON-PbRFOR~iliNCB ~l'TqIC C'(J'UQ~ii!U..., ~~..,.u ~UES'i'IONNAlhE 
Name of ~)chool ________________ High School Enrollment 
Address 
________ PositionPerson Answering 
(Please check ( ) the blanks which best answer the question) 
L Does your music department offer, or plan to offer next 
year, any non-performance oriented music courses? Yes 
No 
a.	 If so, will you please indicate the title(s)? 
(1) Basic Theory
--'-(2) Composition 
___(3) Music Literature 
-(4) limsic History 
---(5) Listening 
-(6) Hwnanities
-
2. If such a course is offered 
the class meet? 
(1)
---(2) 
- (J)
." . (4) 
(7) Allied Arts
 
--(8) IJ<Iusic for Consumers
 
---{9) Survey Course
 
(10) General 1,Tusic
 
=(11) Other _
 
(or	 planned) how often does 
JJaily
Once a week 
l'i.;ice a vleek 
rhree times a week 
a. JOGS 
(1) 
'.	 HO\f.Jb 
the class 
If	 the anSwer is no, 
,.' 1.1." W"'Q'
much t:Ulle 15 a O·..J,' 
(1) 
-,2) 
when does it meetY 
rOr	 1",1'1;:;> ("lasS?~ - - ~ v 
20 minutes 
30 minutes 
---(3) 45 minutes 
-(4) 1 hour 
-(5) Uther __---~----
--	
, - - courses'; Yes__ tne~:,,:: 
s your school offer credit for3. 
No 
it';',:. mueh cue 
1 credit a semester 
1 credit :J y8ar 
uther 
- -
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Are all students required to take one of thNo • eSe courses? 
a. If so, are they required to take it: 
(I) 1 semester 
---(2) 2 semesters 
.. (3) Other _ 
Are these courses offered as electives? Yes No •
-
a. If so, in which grade(s) are they offered? 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Optional 
6. Do your instructors select the students who are allowed 
to take these courses? Yes No • 
7. If the course is in theory, do you teach: 
(a) Basic notation 
-_._{ b) Chord construction
 
---{e) Keys and scales
 
- (d) i11eanings of dynanuc markings and words 
-(e) Instrumentation 
... --(f) Other ----­
8. If course is in composition, ho,,: much do you expect 
your students to compose? 
Simple tunes ., 
Two-part compoSItIons 
Three-part compo~i~ions 
Four-part compOSlGlOns 
urcnestr:::ttions 
Other ~---------~--
do you present it by: 
course is music literature,If the 
Composers 
,nusicteriods in 
·... ,~P"'tu·4,"11 stylesL' VL ".\.;1 V ." J.. .... dcvelop:l1ent ..I:; storieal 
"l",k folllwJing tllt;cuaOne of t 
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Choral group 
Instrumental group
Hecordings 
Other 
10. If the course is History of MUS1"C.• d·o you teach it: 
(a) C.hronoloo~ically 
---{b) By periods 
---(c) By composers' styles 
-:(d) Other 
-------------_? 
11. If you have a listening course, do you arrange it ac­
cording to: 
(a) Composers
-·--{b) Periods in ulStory 
----(c) Similarities of compositions
---(d) Comparisons of styles
-(e) Structure of compositions 
(f) Other	 ? 
12. If this is an Allied Arts or a Humanities course, does 
your faculty combine efforts to teach it? Yes No 
a.	 If so) Which teachers are working together on the
 
course?
 
.'irt 
Literature 
History 
dusic 
(a) 'iocal 
---(b) Instrumental 
TIther 
b. If the anSwer is no, who d08s teach it? 
c.	 Is the course ta 
LJy	 units .~s an introductory course to all arts 
storically· ~ , ~ of all artsAs	 an evaluation course 01 \wrK~ 
subiect matter ' 
d	 . ",~,t' ru~tur('c. ,no elements•art medla, lorm~, ~~_.~ -~ 3 
involved? 
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13.. If tth1.S" 1.S a neourse f or Consumers, If do you: 
(a) Have the class decide what they would like to 
study? 
(b) Use strictly present-day popular music? 
-(c) Teach some concert music? 
---{d) Teach only concert music? 
---(e) Sing and listen? 
---(f) Sing only? 
---(g) Listen only? 
, -' h) Other 
14. If you present a survey course, how do you teach it? 
(a) Chronologically
-(b) By units 
(1) Periods 
-(2) Styles 
---(3) Points of interest 
---(4) Comparisons
---(5) Similarities of composerfs works 
-(6) Other _ 
15. If this is a general music course, please indicate 
which of the following are included: 
(a) Listening
-(b) Singing
---(e) Music history 
-(d) rheory 
-(e) Composition 
-(f) Notation 
---(g) Study of composers 
~_(h) Other __----------­
, , '. '~d ourses ~re offered in yourlb. If non-perf ormdnce orl.enve c, ';, a, h' C'"l 01• 
school. mately what percentage 01 tne '~6n seno
• . ,. "'1"'see courses's nt body is being reacnea oy w. · . • 
l~a 
5;.1 
10/(/ 
25i J 
50;..1 
75-··'I ( .... 
other __-------..~--
